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Nowadays we can learn Second Language on the our surroundings easily.   

Second Language that I experienced was not far away.  

When I was thirteen years old, I learned another language. It was English.  

At that time, a study for good product was thought naturally. Aim of learning  

Language focused on reading and grammar. So many kinds of books, about  

grammar or reading, was on sale. Many students, almost 90%, learned English  

before they go to middle school. Almost Students think that English have to learn  

early as study English only looked like a subject. I learned three kinds of  

languages in my life. As I learn English I thought Learning Language receives for  

students life is the valuable things for a little better learning experience. 

First, it’s English. When I experienced English for the first time, it felt like miracle  

or my favorite toy. I just liked English. As I went to middle school, I began to  

learn English in earnest. In English class, I was an enthusiastic student. I often  

asked some questions and had a many kinds of opinions about that. And I  

discussed some topics with my friends and asked some questions to my English  

teacher. When I became a University Students I was a English tutor in academy.  

I am great to give some English information for children. English teaching is a  

little bit different from Learning English 

English was not my mother tongue, but as a Second Language. It had a  

good experience for me. 

Second, I learned French. It was my major of high school. I learned it for the 

whole three-year period.  French was devided conversation, grammar, reading  

and writing. This Language was difficult to learn than English. I didn’t adjusted  

French in first.  Everything is unfamiliar. But soon I got a good score every item, I  
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think that I pretended to be an French. It had an attraction as itself. Also I  

became a student that love France and French.  

Third, I learned Japanese as my second major in high school. Japanese was a  

Language, too. But it was mostly focused on grammar and discourse.  

As I had test, I got a Perfect score. I think learning language is keep going on.  

But I couldn’t have an experience Japanese any more.  I concentrated on a class  

and felt an interest.  

I express some opinions on the basis of my experiences.  

Second Language Learning suggest that teachers let students acquire language  

inplace of language studying. Although we begin to experience language as an  

idea of studying, can experience as an of learning. 

I was not very smart at that time. However, I had an ability about language.  

I acquired some kinds of languages well. I use that languages nowadays.  

Language is not only speaking but also understand culture of that country.  

Although I didn’t have many experiences about the country, I understand  

that throughout a movie, book and video, ext. Second Language Learning is a  

way that I express many kinds of ability. As time goes by, I kept learning language  

in the academy or travelling. Second Language Learning have and effect on my  

choice of job, I work as a English teacher.  

 


